
RECHARGEABLE LED LIGHT SERIES
OTHER TOOLS / LIGHT

Rechargeable LED head light &
brighter large folding light
Your both hands are free with the headlight.
Max. 800 lm brightness folding light with 3 light types.

Packaging
（W74×D37×H150）

・Both hands are free with headlight even in dark place.
・Motion sensor turns on/off without touching.
・Adjustable body to 3 angles.
・Rechargeable lithium polymer battery.
・2 lighting patterns (mild and strong).
・USB micro-B is used for the charging terminal. About 2.5 hours is needed for
 full charging.
・Dustproof and waterproof IP65.
・Accessories: USB charging cable, headband (Charger in not included.).
*Continuous work and charging time may vary depending on the use/charging
 environment, battery condition, and AC adapter.

Weight（g） MSRP

RECHARGEABLE LED HEAD LIGHT
Max. luminance（lm）

AL813S 50（including headband）200（strong） 1 ¥4,100
No. Continuous work time（h）

2（strong）

・Do not gaze at the LED light.
・Do not disassemble or modify by yourself.

CAUTION

lm
200

hours
2

Headlight for hands-busy work in
dark places

Adjust 3 anglesON/OFF without touching by
motion sensor

3432

46



Weight（g） MSRPMax. illuminance（lm）
AL813M 111（including headband）400〈Floodlight (strong)〉 1 ¥5,680
No. Continuous work time（h）

4〈Floodlight (strong)〉

・Folding type with 180° stepless opening and closing.
・Equipped with one magnet on the bottom. Can be attached to
 magnetic walls, pillars, fixtures, etc.
・Rechargeable lithium polymer battery.
・5 lighting patterns (top light, main light mild/strong, and  sub-light
 weak/strong).
・USB Type-C is used for the charging terminal. About 4 hours is
 needed for full charging.
・Dustproof and waterproof IP54.
・Accessories: USB charging cable (Charger is not included.)
*Continuous work and charging time may vary depending on the
 use/charging environment, battery condition, and AC adapter.

LED lights selectable by work scene & brightness

lm
900

hours
1.6

lm
1,000

hours
1.5

lm
350

hours
2.3

lm
100

hours
3

Cordless LED work light
AL810

Cordless LED hand light
AL815H

●All sizes on this leaflet are indicated as millimeter unless mentioned.
●There might be size differences between those mentioned on this leaflet and the actual products but they are under our specification.
●Product design might be changed for the improvement.
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Cordless LED penlight
AL815P

Cordless LED folding light
AL815V

Cordless LED floor light S
AL812S

lm
700

hours
2

Packaging
（W109×D52×H133）

Packaging
（W65×D55×H172）

RECHARGEABLE LED FOLDING LIGHT

・Both hands are free with headlight even in dark place.
・Motion sensor turns on/off without touching.
・Adjust 4 angles. 
・Non-slip tape on the inside of the headband. Easy to put on a helmet
 and hard to slide off.
・Rechargeable lithium polymer battery.
・4 lighting patterns (spotlight and floodlight mild/medium/strong).
・USB Type-C is used for the charging terminal.  About 2.5 hours is
 needed for full charging.
・Dustproof and waterproof IP65.
・Accessories: USB charging cable (Charger is not included.)
*Continuous work and charging time may vary depending on the
 use/charging environment, battery condition, and AC adapter.

RECHARGEABLE LED HEAD LIGHT

▼g MSRPMax. luminance（lm）
AL815W 193800〈Main light (high)〉 1 ¥7,280
No. Continuous work time（h）

2.5〈Main light (strong)〉

lm
800

hours
2.5

・Do not gaze at the LED light.
・Do not disassemble or
 modify by yourself.CAUTION

・Do not gaze at the LED light.
・Do not disassemble or
 modify by yourself.CAUTION

A folding light with 3 different lights

●Folding

●Unfolding

180° stepless opening and closingAttach to magnetic wall with the
magnet on the bottom of the body

lm
400

hours
4

Max. 400 lm! Wide-angle and spot use are available.

Adjust 4 angles

Switchable between wide-angle
and spot

ON/OFF without touching by
motion sensor

47.5

78.5
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304

29

162

40

*Japanese version only


